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Deep Thought: now that we know it’s 42



INTRO



D E E P    T H O U G H T



42 is the Answer to the Ultimate Question of Life,
the Universe and Everything. This Answer was first
calculated by the supercomputer Deep Thought
after seven and a half million years of thought. This
shocking answer resulted in the construction of an
even larger supercomputer, named Earth, which
was tasked with determining what the question
was in the first place.
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https://hitchhikers.fandom.com/wiki/Life,_the_Universe_and_Everything
https://hitchhikers.fandom.com/wiki/Deep_Thought
https://hitchhikers.fandom.com/wiki/Earth


42 is the Answer to the Ultimate Question of Life,
the Universe and Everything. This Answer was first
calculated by the supercomputer Deep Thought
after seven and a half million years of thought. This
shocking answer resulted in the construction of an
even larger supercomputer, named Earth, which
was tasked with determining what the question
was in the first place.

Also this presentation will excell in asking questions, 
to which no answers are given.
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• A tale of letting data speak

• Visual recognition pipelines require
- feature design
- feature selection 
- a classifier 

Who needs vision researchers ?
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- a classifier  - manually

e.g. expert systems
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- feature design  - automatically
- feature selection  - automatically
- a classifier  - automatically

Who needs vision researchers ?

Clearly still a lot of work ahead on designing good architectures,
and also sensors



qNAS (Neural Architectural Search) is already a hot topic

qYet, interesting recent architectures like Transformers outside search space

qIt would make sense to look at the brain for inspiration
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qIt would make sense to look at the brain for inspiration

Who needs vision researchers ?

CNNs capture retinotopy and

parsimonity of connections



qIt would make sense to look at the brain for inspiration

Who needs vision researchers ?

Transformers capture attentional mechanisms,

e.g. saccades



qIt would make sense to look at the brain for inspiration

Who needs vision researchers ?

Also then, there are still glaring differences between the brain and DNNs

- The brain is full of feedback loops
- More tasks / modalities are co-processed
- Neural nets in the brain don’t seem quite so deep
- Mixed digital-analog processing without a central clock
- Very low energy consumption
- Permanent learning with permanent rewiring
- …



Example of feedback (contextual info in this case)

Who needs vision researchers ?

Human vision: 
Biederman, Bar & 
Ullman, Palmer, 
…
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The brain’s wand

q The neocortex seems to work with a 6-layer architecture
q Found throughout for multiple tasks (V1 is a bit of an exception)
q Similar neuron types in & similar connections between layers 
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q The neocortex seems to work with a 6-layer architecture
q Found throughout for multiple tasks (V1 is a bit of an exception) 
q Similar neuron types in & similar connections between layers
q Can we crack its code ?

The brain’s wand



sensible sensors



sensible sensors

q Shouldn’t system optimization include the sensors ?

q Nature uses a much wider variety than our RGB cameras 

q Differences in nmb of eyes, spectral sensitivity, pupil shape, etc., etc.



Meet the cockeyed jellyfish,
living in the dark depths of the oceans. 

Its two eyes have evolved differently, 
one to look upward,
used to detect the silhouettes of other
creature against the bright ocean surface;
the other to gaze into the dark ocean below. 

sensible sensors



… and a goat’s eye

Its pupil has the form of a slit, which is kept
horizontal as the head rotates. This lets the
goat focus on a wide opening angle across 
the plane on which it is grazing, keeping the
overhead sun light ought. 

sensible sensors



sensible sensors

… or a bird’s eye

which can see shorter 
wavelengths, even into
the UV for some species

with a 4th cone 



What if our vision systems could evolve

q Humans do many things, but what is best if you are an autonomous car ? 

q Which kind of sensors would you best use ? 

q How would your vision system be organized ?

sensible sensors



sensible sensors
Autonomous driving: we worked a lot on doing as much as possible with cameras
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sensible sensors
Autonomous driving: yet, it may never rain in California, but does elsewhere…
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Autonomous driving: yet, it may never rain in California, but does elsewhere…



sensible sensors

General case difficult without adaptive super-sensor

Maybe electromagnetic metamaterials offer a solution in the future



mid-level repr.
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Mid-level representations

Our brain picks up mirror symmetries, also from non-familiar patterns, i.e. as a property per se

The failure to see symmetry when the pattern around the axis gets disrupted suggests that the 
brain requires quite dedicated, non-trivial algorithms to purposively extract this type of order

This begs the question whether we shouldn’t plug the extraction of mid-level features into
our DNNs



Mid-level representations

End-to-end training has gotten very good press… 

… but, indeed, sometimes intermediate goals seem to help



Mid-level representations

A blast from the past… some old work we did on synthesizing complex textures (2002-2004) 

For instance, consider a landscape as a texture and generate artificial, similar landscapes:



Mid-level representations

Attempts to directly generate a texture model for the landscapes and then synthesize other
landscapes from that texture model… failed

Building an intermediate segmentation, and considering the corresponding label map as a 
texture, came out to work a lot better 



Mid-level representations

Synthesizing intermediate label texture (original left, result right) is a lot easier



Mid-level representations

Then in a second stage, the synthetic label texture can be filled out, label by label region 



Mid-level representations

End result: 

automatic



Mid-level representations

Left: GAN creates
entire street scene

Right: the given
street scene

segmentation
guides a more

local + dedicated
synthesis




